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ABSTRACT
In this Web 2.0 era, there is an ever increasing number of product

or service reviews, which must be summarized to help consumers

e�ortlessly make informed decisions. Previous work on reviews

summarization has simpli�ed the problem by assuming that fea-

tures (e.g., “display”) are independent of each other and that the

opinion for each feature in a review is Boolean: positive or negative.

However, in reality features may be interrelated – e.g., “display” and

“display color” – and the sentiment takes values in a continuous

range – e.g., somewhat vs very positive.

We present a novel review summarization framework that ad-

vances the state-of-the-art by leveraging a domain hierarchy of

concepts to handle the semantic overlap among the features, and by

accounting for di�erent sentiment levels. We show that the prob-

lem is NP-hard and present bounded approximate algorithms to

compute the most representative set of sentences or reviews, based

on a principled opinion coverage framework. We experimentally

evaluate the proposed algorithms on real datasets in terms of their

e�ciency and e�ectiveness compared to the optimal algorithms.

Further, the quality of the summaries is evaluated using both intu-

itive coverage measure, and a user study. As a side contribution, we

compare various review sentence sentiment estimation methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Online users are increasingly relying on user reviews to make de-

cisions on shopping (e.g., Amazon, Newegg), �nding venues (e.g.,

Yelp, Foursquare), seeking doctors (e.g., Vitals.com, zocdoc.com)

and many others. However, as the number of reviews per item

grows, especially for popular products, it is infeasible for customers
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to read all of them, and discern the useful information from them.

�erefore, many methods have been proposed to summarize cus-

tomer opinions from the reviews [5, 8, 12, 17]. �ey generally

either adapt multi-document summarization techniques to choose

important text segments [5], or they extract product concepts (also

referred as features or a�ributes in other works), such as “display”

of a phone, and customer’s opinion (positive or negative) and ag-

gregate them [8, 12, 17].

However, neither of these approaches takes into account the

relationship among product’s concepts. For example, assuming

that we need the opinion summary of a smartphone, showing that

the opinions for both display and display color are very positive

is redundant, especially given that we would have to hide other

concepts’ opinion (e.g., “ba�ery”), given the limited summary size.

What makes the problem more challenging is that the opinion

of a user for a concept is not Boolean (positive or negative) but

can take values from a linear scale, e.g., “very positive”, “positive”,

“somewhat positive”, “neutral”, and so on. Hence, if “display” has

a positive opinion, but “display color” has neutral, the one does

not subsume the other, and both should be part of the summary.

Further, a more general concept may cover a more speci�c but not

vice versa.

In Section 4 we prove that the problem of selecting the best

concepts and opinions to display such all opinions are covered as

much as possible is NP-hard even when the relationships among

the concepts are represented by a Directed-Acyclic-Graph (DAG).

�erefore we proposed bounded approximation algorithms to solve

it.

We experimentally evaluated our method on real collections of

online patient reviews about doctors. �e reason we chose this

dataset is that rich concept hierarchies exist for the medical do-

main [4], and e�ective tools exist to extract medical concepts from

free text [2, 23].

To summarize, the review summarization framework consists of

the following tasks:

(1) Concept Extraction: extract interesting medical concepts

from reviews.

(2) Concept’s Sentiment Estimation: model the context around

the extracted concepts and estimate its sentiment (opinion

polarity on a linear scale).

(3) Select k representatives: depending on the application, a

representative can be a concept-sentiment pair (e.g., “dis-

play”=0.3) or a sentence from a review (e.g., “this phone

has pre�y sharp display”) or a whole review. Our proposed

selection algorithms can be used to select representatives

at any of these granularities.

As secondary contributions, we �rst show how to �lter our

concepts with li�le interest to the users of patient reviews, e.g., the

concept “dog” is not interesting in the context of doctor reviews.
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We also evaluate several methods to estimate the sentiment of

a review sentence, including both dictionary-based methods and

neural network approaches.

Our contributions can be summarized as below:

• We propose a fresh perspective for the review summariza-

tion problem that exploits available concept hierarchies

and a novel opinion coverage de�nition. We model the

problem as a coverage optimization problem (Section 2).

• We show how to select interesting concepts for the doctor

review domain and how to best estimate the sentiment of

sentences (Section 3).

• We prove that the problem is NP-hard when the concept

ontology is a DAG (Section 4), then propose several e�cient

approximation algorithms that have guaranteed bounds

(Section 5).

• Finally we conducted extensive experiments on every task

of our framework. We compare two sentiment estimation

methods with a labeled dataset that is collected from a user

study that we conducted. �en, we carried out a complete

evaluation on the cost and time of our three proposed

algorithms (Section 6.1).

• We conducted a second user study to compare the quality

of the generated review summaries compared to reasonable

baselines. We also quantitatively evaluate the quality using

several coverage de�nitions. From this series of experiment

we found that our Greedy algorithm performs best, as it

outperform the baseline methods in both qualitative and

quantitative evaluation (Section 6.2).

�e remainder of the paper is organized as follows: we present

the related work in Section 7, and the conclusion and future work

in Section 8.

2 PROBLEM DEFINITIONS
De�ne an item (for example, a doctor) d as a set of reviews, where

each review is a set of concept-sentiment pairs {(c1, s1), (c2, s2), . . . , (cn , sn )},
and sj ∈ R is the sentiment toward concept c j in a review. Section 3

shows how the concept-sentiment pairs are extracted from the text

of the reviews. �e set of concepts (the ontology) depends on the

application. We assume concepts are hierarchical, which is com-

mon in many domains (ConceptNet for example de�nes a general

purpose concept hierarchy [16]). Further, previous work has stud-

ied how features hierarchies can be extracted from product reviews

[26]. For the health-related content in our experiments, SNOMED

CT [1] is a typical ontology with such a hierarchy (Figure 1).

De�ne the (directed) distance d(p1,p2) between two concept-

sentiment pairsp1 = (c1, s1) andp2 = (c2, s2), based on the concepts’

relationship in the hierarchy, as follows.

De�nition 2.1. First, de�ne the distance between two concepts

d(c1, c2) to be the shortest-path length from c1 to c2 in the hierarchy.

Let r be the root of the hierarchy. Let ϵ > 0 be a pre-de�ned

(sentiment) threshold. �e distance d(p1,p2) is:

d(p1,p2) =


d(r , c2) if c1 is the root r , or

d(c1, c2) if c1 is the ancestor of c2

and |s1 − s2 | ≤ ϵ , or

∞ otherwise

If pair p1 has �nite distance to p2, say p1 covers p2. Pair p1 covers

p2 i� p1’s concept c1 is an ancestor of p2’s concept c2, and either c1

is the root concept or the sentiments of p1 and p2 di�er by at most ϵ .

Figure 2 shows an example of how the concept-sentiment pairs of

an item’s reviews are mapped on the concept hierarchy of Figure 1,

where the dashed line is the path from the root, and concept c6

doesn’t have any pairs. For instance, pair (c1, 0.7) represents an

occurrence of concept c1 in a review with sentiment 0.7. �e same

pair is also represented by the circled 0.7 value inside the c1 tree

node.

Given a set P = {p1,p2, . . . ,pq } of concept-sentiment pairs for

the reviews of an item, and an integer k , our goal is to compute a

set F = { f1, f2, . . . , fk } ⊆ P of k pairs that best summarize P . To

measure the quality of such a summary F , we de�ne its costC(F , P)
as the distance from F to P , de�ned as follows.

De�nition 2.2. De�ne the distance from F to a pair p to be the dis-

tance of the closest pair in F
⋃{r } top: d(F ,p) = minf ∈F ⋃{r } d(f ,p).

De�ne the cost of F to be the sum of its distances to pairs in P :

C(F , P) = ∑
p∈P d(F ,p).

We introduce two summarization problems on a set of concept-

sentiment pairs:

(1) k-Pairs Coverage: given a set P of concept-sentiment

pairs (coming from a given set of reviews for an item)

and integer k ≤ |P |, �nd a subset F ⊆ P with |F | = k that

summarizes P with minimum cost:

min

F ⊆P, |F |=k
C(F , P)

(2) k-Reviews/Sentences Coverage: given a set R of reviews

(or sentences) and integer k ≤ |R |, �nd a subset X ⊆ R
with |X | = k that summarizes R with minimum cost:

min

X ⊆R, |X |=k
C(P(X ), P(R)),

where P(R) is the set of concept-sentiment pairs derived

from the set R of reviews/sentences, and P(X ) is the set of

concept-sentiment pairs derived from the subset X of R.

Intuitively, the �rst problem is appropriate when the summaries

consist of concise concept-sentiment pairs, e.g. ”good Heart Disease

management”, extracted from the reviews, and may be more suitable

for mobile phone-sized screens. �e second problem is appropriate

if the summaries consist of whole sentences of reviews, which

be�er preserves the meaning of the review, but may require more

space to display.

�e k-Pairs Coverage problem can be viewed as a special case of

thek-Reviews/Sentences Coverage problem, when each review/sentence

has just one pair. For presentation simplicity, we �rst present al-

gorithms for k-Pairs Coverage in Section 5, and describe how they

can be applied to the k-Reviews/Sentences Coverage in Section 5.5.

3 REVIEWS TRANSFORMATION
In this section we describe how we process reviews to transform

them into the (concept, sentiment) pairs required by the problem

de�nitions in Section 2. We focus on doctor reviews to make the

discussion and solutions concrete. First, we extract “interesting”

medical concepts (Section 3.1), and then we compute the sentiment

around that concept in the review (Section 3.2). Note that, this
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Figure 1: SNOMED CT’s concept hierarchy sample

Figure 2: Representation of concept-sentiment pairs on the
concept hierarchy DAG of Figure 1.

transformation can be pre-computed and save into disk as the input

for later usages in Section 5.

3.1 Concepts and sentences extraction
To extract medical concepts we use MetaMap [2], which is an

automated tool for mapping biomedical text to medical concepts

from Uni�ed Medical Language System (UMLS) Metathesaurus [4].

UMLS contains multiple medical ontologies; we choose SNOMED

CT [1], which has more than 300,000 concepts and is suitable for

our problem given its focus on describing medical conditions.

We adapt MetaMap for the needs of our problem as follows.

First, given that MetaMap was built for medical records authored

by healthcare professional, it makes several mistakes when an-

alyzing patient-generated reviews. For that, we have manually

generated a set of rules that are based on [29]. For example, the

pronoun “I” is mapped to concept “Iodine,” which has Concept

Unique Identi�er (CUI) C0021968. Similarly, “OMG” and “omg”

were mapped to “OMG gene” (C1417949), and “said” was mapped

to “Simian Acquired Immunode�ciency Syndrome” (C0080151).

Second, not all concepts are interesting in the context of provider

reviews. For that, we manually selected a set of semantic types,

and only consider concepts of these types. Speci�cally, we chose

Disease or Syndrome (e.g., asthma), Sign or Symptom (e.g., pain),

Occupational Activity (e.g., …), … We removed concepts of other

types, including Geographic Area, Animal, Food, . . . . Finally, al-

though selecting concepts by semantic type is e�ective, we de�ned

a few exceptions to include some concepts from removed semantic

types; speci�cally, we included “Exam Room” (C1547117), Time of

visit (C1320304), Friendly (C2700214), . . .

3.2 Sentiment Computation
To compute the sentiment around a concept, we �rst need to de�ne

the context, i.e. the containing sentence, which we compute using

the PTBTokenizer library in Stanford POS tagger [27], and generally

splits text based on punctuation marks.

Methods We compare two methods for estimating the sentiment

of a containing sentence: (a) using a sentiment dictionary and

(b) employing learning method based on vector representation of

sentences

In the former, which has been the dominant in the last decade [8],

a concept’s sentiment is estimated by averaging the sentiment val-

ues of surrounding words within a containing sentence, normalized

by the distance between the concept and the surrounding words.

Given a sentence s containing concept c and a set of opinion terms

{w1 . . .wn }, the opinion orientation (sentiment) for c is determined

by the following formula:

score(c, s) =
∑
w j ∈s

sentiment(w j )
dist(w j , c)

where dist(w j , c) is the distance in number of words between c
and opinion termw j in s . sentiment(w j ) is the sentiment score ofwi
in a sentiment dictionary. In this estimation, the further an opinion
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Table 1: Comparison of di�erent sentiment estimation methods using continuous values (Lower is better)

Error Metric Baseline: predict as 0 (most common) Dictionary Ridge Lasso Linear SVR Dict+Ridge Dict+Lasso Dict+Linear SVR

Absolute Error Mean 0.202 0.191 0.150 0.203 0.151 0.158 0.195 0.157

Standard Deviation 0.139 0.122 0.106 0.39 0.104 0.104 0.124 0.104

Table 2: Comparison of di�erent sentiment estimation methods using class discretization (Higher is better)

Accuracy Baseline: predict as the most common Dictionary Ridge Lasso Linear SVR Dict+Ridge Dict+Lasso Dict+Linear SVR

3-class accuracy 0.389 0.402 0.570 0.389 0.557 0.500 0.98 0.512

5-class accuracy 0.303 0.316 0.398 0.303 0.406 0.361 0.299 0.361

word to the concept, the lesser e�ect it has. We use a popular

sentiment dictionary named SentiWordNet [3]. Speci�cally, we

�rst apply the Stanford POS Tagger [27] to �nd the Part-of-Speech

(POS) of each word, then look up the word with corresponding POS

in SentiWordNet dictionary.

�e la�er method is a very recent approach [15], which rep-

resents words, sentences, and generally text by �xed-size vectors.

Speci�cally, we �rst use an unsupervised method, based on a neural

network, to learn the vector representation of all sentences, then

feed the vectors to a simple trained regression model to predict their

sentiment. We follow the experimental protocol in [15] and input a

dataset of 200,000 reviews into a neural network to learn reviews’

representative vectors. �ese reviews have uniform distribution of

user star rating (1 to 4 stars).

Speci�cally, �rst, for each review we generate two 200-dimensional

vectors, using two training methods: Distributed Memory with

Concatenation and Distributed Bag of Word. �en, we concatenate

them into 400-dimensional vectors. A�er that, we feed these vec-

tors of the 200,000 reviews and their user star rating (normalized

into −1,+1 range) to train a simple regression model. To predict the

sentiment of new sentences, we �rst learn their representative vec-

tors by extending the above neural network with the new sentences

but not modifying the vectors of the 200,000 training reviews (and

hence not changing the regression model). �e reason we are using

whole reviews and not sentences for training is that ratings are

available for the whole reviews. �en, the sentences’ sentiments

are predicted using their vectors as the input features using the

trained regression model. For these tasks we utilize Python pack-

ages: Gensim [22] for vector learning task and scikit-learn [19] for

regression.

Evaluation To compare the accuracy of two methods, we created

a sample set of 244 sentences extracted from 100 reviews (25 re-

views for each star rating). Note that these 100 reviews are di�erent

than the training reviews. We then conducted a user study with

four people (2 professors, 2 graduate students), where we asked

each subject to select a sentiment polarity for each sentence: very

negative, negative, neutral, positive and very positive, correspond-

ing to values -1, -0.5, 0, 0.5, 1. �e reliability of the user study is

tested using Krippendor�’s alpha coe�cient [13] that estimates the

degree of agreement between the users. Speci�cally, we consider

our sentiment (from -1 to +1) as polar data type in Krippendor�’s

alpha formula, and our alpha is 0.735, which is considered reliable

enough (α ≥ 0.667). We then computed the average of the subjects’

judgment for each sentence and use it as the ground truth.

Our experimental result for the two approaches are presented

in Table 1, 2. For the vector representation based method, we tried

Ridge [11], Lasso [25] and Linear Support Vector [24] regression

for predicting continuous sentiment values. We also considered

combining the two methods (dictionary-based and vector-based) by

averaging their estimation. For sanity, we also include a baseline

method which assigns the same constant sentiment – the most

common one – to every sentence to see if it can achieve a be�er

error metric. Table 1 presents the mean and standard deviation of

absolute errors normalized by dividing by 2 (due to the length 2

of range [-1, 1]). For this task, Ridge and Linear Support Vector

Regression (SVR) perform the best. Table 2 reports the accuracy of

methods when we discretize the predicted continuous sentiments

into separate classes such as negative, neutral and positive. �e

discretization uses equal-length ranges of continuous sentiment

for each class. �at is, 5-class discretization means that sentiment

range of [−1,+1] is broken down to 5 equal ranges: very negative

[-1, -0.6), negative [-0.6, 0.2), neutral [-0.2, 0.2), positive [0.2, 0.6)

and very positive [0.6, 1]. Note that it is not surprising that the

accuracy of this task is relatively low, as it is a hard problem; the

state-of-the-art sentiment classi�cation research achieves similar

accuracies [15]. We can observe that Ridge regression not only

performs the best in both tasks but also can be trained quickly (2.79

seconds, comparing to 92.63 seconds of Linear SVR). �erefore,

we decided to use the vector representation-based method with

Ridge regression for sentiment estimation in the rest of the paper’s

experiments.

4 BOTH PROBLEMS ARE NP-HARD
�is section proves both proposed problems NP-hard.

Theorem 4.1. �e k-Pairs Coverage problem is NP-hard.

Proof. �e decision problem is, given a set P of concept-sentiment

pairs, an integer k ≤ |P |, and a target t ≥ 0, to determine whether

there exists a subset F ⊆ P of size k with cost C(F , P) at most t .
We reduce Set Cover to it. Fix any Set-Cover instance (S,U ,k)
where U is the universe {u1,u2, . . . ,un }, and S = {S1, S2, . . . , Sm }
is a collection of subsets of U , and k ≤ |S |. Given (S,U ,k), �rst

construct a concept-hierarchy (DAG) with root r , concepts ci and

ei for each subset Si , and a concept dj for each element uj . For each

set Si , make ci a child of r and ei a child of ci . For each element uj ,
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(a) Set Cover

(b) Corresponding instance of k -Pairs Coverage

Figure 3: Reduction from Set Cover

make dj a child of ci for each set Si containing uj . (See Fig. 3.) Next,

construct 2m + n concept-sentiment pairs P = {p1, . . . ,p2m+n },
one containing each node in the DAG other than the root r , and

all with the same sentiment, say 0. Take target t = 3m + n − 2k .

�is completes the reduction. It is clearly polynomial time. Next

we verify that it is correct. For brevity, identify each pair with its

node.

Suppose S has a set cover of size k . For the summary F ⊆ P of

size k , take the k concepts in P that correspond to the sets in the

cover. �en each di has distance 1 to F , contributing n to the cost.

For each set in the cover, the corresponding ci and ei have distance

0 and 1 to F , contributing k to the cost. For each set not in the cover,

the corresponding ci and ei have distance 1 and 2 to F , contributing

3(m − k) to the cost, for a total cost of n + 3m − 2k = t .
Conversely, suppose P has a summary of size k and cost t =

n + 3m − 2k . Among size-k summaries of cost at most t , let F be

one with a maximum number of ci nodes. We show that the sets

corresponding to the (at most k) ci nodes in F form a set cover.

Assume some ci′ is missing from F (otherwise k ≥ m so we are

done). For every ei in F , its parent ci is also in F . (Otherwise adding

ci to F and removing ei would give a be�er summary F ′, i.e., a

size-k summary of cost at most t , but with more ci nodes than F ,

contradicting the choice of F ). No ei is in F (otherwise removing ei
and adding the missing node ci′ would give a be�er summary F ′).
No dj is in F (otherwise, since neither ei′ nor ci′ are in F , removing

dj from F and adding ci′ would give a be�er summary F ′). Since

no ei or dj is in F , only ci nodes are in F . Since the cost is at most

t = n + 3m − 2k , by calculation as in the preceding paragraph, the

sets Si corresponding to the nodes ci in F must form a set cover. �

When we already have k-Pairs Coverage as a NP-hard problem,

it’s natural to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 4.2. �e k-Reviews/Sentences Coverage problem is NP-
hard.

Proof. K-Reviews/Sentences Coverage is a generalization of k-

Pairs Coverage, so the theorem follows from the previous theorem.

�

5 ALGORITHMS
We implement three algorithms for k-Pair Coverage. �e �rst,

which is the only one generates an optimal solution, solves the

standard integer-linear program (ILP) for the problem, as a special

case of the well-known k-Medians problem. �e second randomly

solves the linear program (LP), then randomly rounds the fractional

solution achieving a bounded approximation error. �e third is a

greedy bounded approximation algorithm. �e three algorithms

share a common initialization phase that we describe �rst.

5.1 Initialization
�e transformation in Section 3 gives a set P of concept-sentiment

pairs with concepts from the ontology hierarchy (DAG). �e ini-

tialization phase computes the underlying edge-weighted bipartite

graph G = (U ,W ,E) where vertex sets U andW are the concept-

sentiment pairs in the given set P , edge set E is {(p,p′) ∈ U ×W :

d(p,p′) < ∞}, and edge (p,p′) has weight equal to the pair distance

d(p,p′). �e initialization phase builds G in two passes over P . �e

�rst pass puts the pairs p = (c, s) into buckets by category c . �e

second pass, for each pair p = (c, s), iterates over the ancestors of c
in the DAG (using depth-�rst-search from c). For each ancestor c ′,
it checks the pairs p′ = (c ′, s ′) in the bucket for c ′. For those with

�nite distance d(p,p′), it adds the corresponding edge to G.

For our problems, the time for the initialization phase and the

size of the resulting graph G are roughly linear in |P |, because the

average number of ancestors for each node in the DAG is small.

5.2 ILP for optimal solution
Given the graphG = (U ,W ,E), Fig. 4 shows the standardk-Medians

ILP adapted for our non-standard cost function. Our �rst algorithm

solves the ILP using the Gurobi solver. Of course, no worst-case

polynomial-time bounds are known for solving this NP-hard ILP,

but on our instances the algorithm �nishes in reasonable time.

(Details are in Section 6.)

5.3 Randomized rounding
�e second algorithm computes an optimal fractional solution (x ,y)
to the LP relaxation of the ILP (using Gurobi, details in in Section 6),

then randomly rounds it as shown in algorithm 1: it chooses the

summary F by sampling k pairs p at random from the distribution

x/‖x ‖1.

No good worst-case bounds are known on the time to solve the

LP, but on our instances the solver solves it in reasonable time. �e

randomized-rounding phase can easily be implemented to run in

linear time, O(n) where n = |P |.
�is randomized-rounding algorithm is due to [31] (see also [6]).

�e following worst-case approximation guarantee holds for this
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minimize

∑
(p,q)∈E

ypq × d(p,q)

subject to

∑
p∈P\{r }

xp = k

xr = 1

(∀q ∈W )
∑

p :(p,q)∈E
ypq = 1

(∀(p,q) ∈ E) 0 ≤ ypq ≤ xp

(∀p ∈ U ) xp ∈ {0, 1}

Figure 4: k-Medians ILP

algorithm, as a direct corollary of the analysis in [6]. Let optk (P)
denote the minimum cost of any size-k summary of P .

Theorem 5.1. �e expected cost of the size-k summary returned
by the randomized-rounding algorithm isO(optk ′(P)) for some k ′ =
O(k/logn).

In our experiments it gives near-optimal summary costs.

Algorithm 1 Randomized Rounding Algorithm

Input: fractional solution x ,y
Output: summary F

1: procedure Randomized Rounding

2: De�ne probability distribution q on P ′ = P \ {r }
3: such that q(p) = xp/

∑
p∈P ′ xp .

4: F = ∅
5: while |F | < k do
6: Sample one pair p without replacement from q.

7: Add p to F .

8: Return F .

5.4 Greedy algorithm
�e greedy algorithm is Algorithm 2. It starts with a set F = {r }
containing just the root. It then iterates k times, in each iteration

adding a pair p ∈ P to F chosen to minimize the resulting cost

C(F ∪{p}, P). Finally, it returns summary F \ {r }. �is is essentially

a standard greedy algorithm for k-medians. Since the cost is a

submodular function of P , the algorithm is a special case of Wolsey’s

generalization of the greedy set-cover algorithm [30].

A�er the initialization phase, which computes the graph G =
(U ,W ,E), the algorithm further initializes a max-heap for selecting

p in each iteration. �e max-heap stores each pair p, keyed by

δ (p, F ) = C(F∪{p}, P)−C(F , P). �e max-heap is initialized naively,

in time O(m + n logn) (where m = |E |, n = |P |). (�is could be

reduced to O(m + n) with the linear-time build-heap operation.)

Each iteration deletes the pair p with maximum key from the heap

(in O(logn) time), adds p to F , and then updates the changed keys.

�e pairs q whose keys change are those that are neighbors of

neighbors of p inG . �e number of these updates is typicallyO(d2),
where d is the typical degree of a node inG . �e cost of each update

is O(logn) time. A�er initialization, the algorithm typically takes

O(kd2
logn) time. In our experiments, our graphs are sparse (a

typical node p has only hundreds of such pairs q), and k is a small

constant, so the time a�er initialization is dominated by the time

for initialization.

�e following worst-case approximation guarantee is a direct

corollary of Wolsey’s analysis [30]. Let H (i) = 1+ 1/2+ · · · + 1/i ≈
1 + log i be the ith harmonic number. Let ∆ be the maximum depth

of the concept DAG.

Theorem 5.2. �e greedy algorithm produces a size-k summary
of cost at most optk ′(P), where k ′ = bk/H (∆n)c.

In our experiments, the algorithm returns near-optimal size-k
summaries.

Algorithm 2 Greedy Algorithm

Input: G = (U ,W ,E) from initialization, computed from P .

Output: Size-k summary F .

1: procedure Greedy
2: De�ne δ (p, F ) = C(F ∪ {p}, P) −C(F , P).
3: Let F = {r }.
4: Initialize max-heap holding p ∈ U keyed by δ (p, F ).
5: while |F | < k + 1 do
6: Delete p with highest key from max-heap.

7: Add p to F .

8: forw such that (p,w) ∈ E do
9: for q such that (q,w) ∈ E do

10: Update max-heap key δ (q, F ) for q.

11: return F \ {r }

5.5 Adaptation for k-Reviews/Sentences
Coverage problem

When whole reviews or sentences (each containing a set of concept-

sentiment pairs) must be selected, the above algorithms can still

be applied with only a modi�cation of the initialization stage of

Section 5.1. In particular, we modify the construction of bipartite

graphG = (U ,W ,E), so instead of having bothU andW be concept-

sentiment pairs in P , U represents the set of candidate reviews or

sentences R, andW represents concept-sentiment pairs as before.

�erefore the edge set E becomes {(r ,p) ∈ U ×W : d(r ,p) <
∞}, and edge (r ,p) has weight equal to the distance d(r ,p) from

review/sentence r to pair p. A�er this initialization, the algorithms

work as usual.

6 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section we conduct both quantitative and qualitative eval-

uations. �e quantitative one measures the time and accuracy

tradeo�s of the proposed summarization algorithms. �e quali-

tative evaluation measures the quality of the proposed methods

compared to baseline state-of-the-art summarization methods in

two ways: using a user study and using intuitive coverage measures.

6.1 �antitative Evaluation
Setup and Datasets We evaluate the three algorithms in Section 5:

Integer Linear Programming - ILP, Randomized Rounding - RR, and

Greedy algorithm. For ILP and RR, we use the Gurobi optimization
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Figure 5: Evaluation of Top Pairs
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Figure 6: Evaluation of Top Sentences

library version 6.0.5 [10] with Dual-Simplex as the default method.

�is method is chosen because it shows the best performance in

our case a�er experimental trials on di�erent options available in

Gurobi (primal simplex, barrier, auto-switching between methods,

concurrent). All experiments were executed on a single machine

with Intel Core i7-4790 3.60 GHz, 16 GB RAM, Windows 10 pro-

fessional 64 bits. Our code was wri�en in Java using the o�cial

Oracle Java version 8 update 45.

Our dataset consists of 68,686 patient reviews of the 1000 most

reviewed doctors from vitals.com, which is a popular doctor rat-

ing website. �e most commented doctor has 354 reviews while

the least one has 43 reviews. On average, each doctor has 68 re-

views which together contain 331 sentences. We ignore sentences

and reviews with no extracted concepts (using MetaMap), which

leaves an average of 44 reviews, 110.6 sentences, and 160.7 concept-

sentiment pairs per doctor. �e highest number of sentences per

doctor that contain medical concepts is 1047 while the highest

number of concept-sentiment pairs per doctor is 1793.
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Figure 7: Evaluation of Top Reviews

Average Coverage Cost and Time of Algorithms We compare

the average coverage cost (de�ned in De�nition 2.2) and time of

our 3 algorithms. �ey are evaluated on the problems of �nding

top pairs, sentences and reviews, in Figures 5, 6 and 7 respectively.

�ese �gures show the elapsed time (ms) and cost of the algorithms

when the threshold on sentiment coverage de�nition is varied from

0.3 to 0.5. A key observation from these experiments is that Greedy

is always the fastest algorithm while maintaining reasonable costs

compared to ILP and RR algorithms. Of course, ILP gives optimal

solution and always o�ers the cheapest cost. �e Greedy algorithm

has the worst cost but never more than 8% higher than the optimal

(within 5% most of time). In terms of time, the Greedy algorithm

outperforms ILP by a factor up to 19x, 32x and 63x in the top pairs,

top sentences and top reviews problems, respectively. Similarly,

Greedy runs faster than RR, at most 14 times, and usually takes

only 1–2 ms per doctor. RR algorithm o�en works similarly to

ILP regarding cost, speci�cally, the di�erence is about 1-2 percent.

�e speedup of RR over ILP is usually about 2–5x. �is is because

RR only solves a Linear Program system and then randomizes the

solution instead of �nding an optimal integer solution.

We also notice that with the same threshold, the cost decreases

from top pairs to top sentences, and then to top reviews problem.

�e reason is that a sentence or review can have multiple pairs,

so they typically cover more pairs than a single pair can cover.

�erefore, k sentences or reviews usually cover more pairs than

k pairs can, which leads to smaller costs. Similarly, the elapsed

time of all algorithms for top sentences/reviews problem are larger

than for top pairs problem. It’s because for top sentences/reviews,

there are more connections (edges) between selecting candidates

and pairs to consider.

In general, the results suggest that our problem has latent struc-

tures friendly to Greedy algorithm. �erefore, the optimal solution

from ILP algorithm seem to be close to the one of Greedy algorithm

which can be achieved much faster. Because of this reason, we

choose Greedy algorithm for the next qualitative experiments.

Algorithm’s scalability In this experiment, we evaluate the al-

gorithms’ scalability over various problem sizes, that is, we vary

the number of pairs plus the number of edges (n +m). When there

are multiple doctors with the same (m + n), we report the average

time of these doctors. Due to space limitation, we only present

the results for the k-pairs coverage problem, and for the case of

k = 10, sentiment threshold(ϵ) = 0.3 or 0.5. It’s also worth to note

that for the other cases, algorithms follow similar trends.

In Section 5 we mentioned that the running time of the setup

part is roughly linear on |P | = n for our instances. �is trend is

observed in Figure 8(a), 8(c) since in our sparse graph instances the

number of edges (m) is also roughly linear to the number of pairs

(n). Note that for the Greedy algorithm we also count the time of

initializing max-heap into setup time, thus it is a bit higher than

the others. �e main-process times are presented in Figure 8(b),

8(d). It’s not surprising that Greedy always outperform the others

signi�cantly and ILP is the worst candidate. Even though we can get

the worst case guarantee for ILP, LP solvers, ILP and Randomized

rounding algorithms �nish in reasonable time. For the Greedy

algorithm the main process is dominated by the setup part. �e

results suggest that the algorithms can be applied to the real-life

situations, especially the Greedy algorithm that not only have the

poly-time upper bound in theory but also perform really well in

practice.

6.2 �alitative Evaluation
�e goal of this section is to study the quality of the summarization

achieved by the proposed algorithms, comparing them to a state-

of-the-art baseline.

Baseline summarization method �e baseline method being

used to select top k sentences in this evaluation is adapted from [12].
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Figure 8: Scalability

�e algorithm in [12] was designed to summarize customer reviews

of online shopping products. It �rst extracts product features (at-

tributes like “picture quality” for product “digital camera”), then

classi�es review sentences that mention these features as positive

or negative, and �nally sums up the number of positive and neg-

ative sentences for each feature. To have a fair comparison, we

adapt their method to select top k sentences. We �rst count the

number of pair (concept, positive) or (concept, negative), for exam-

ple: feature ”picture quality” with sentiment “positive” occurs in

200 sentences. �en, we select k most popular pairs and return one

containing sentence for each selected pair. Note that the task of

extracting product features is equivalent to identifying interesting

medical concepts in our case, so their �rst two tasks are executed

by re-using our work described in Section 3. From now on we refer

to this adaptation as baseline method.

Selecting sentiment threshold ϵ Next, we discuss how to choose

a good sentiment threshold ϵ , which determines when a sentence

covers another sentence. Speci�cally, we study the threshold value

ϵ for which the rate of covering sentences (or reviews) signi�cantly

drops if we further increase ϵ . �at is, if we further increase the

selected threshold, there is small impact on the coverage cost of the

summarization algorithms. For that, we employ the elbow method.

Clearly, there is a trade-o� between the sentiment threshold

and the coverage cost. A larger threshold means a bigger chance

that a concept-sentiment pair can cover another, thus reducing the

coverage cost (i.e. reducing the number of uncovered pairs). We

empirically con�rm this trade-o� in Figure 9, which shows that

there is an L-curve between sentiment threshold and cost. Hence,

we can choose as sentiment threshold the elbow point of the curve.

Figure 9 shows how the threshold is calculated using this method

for our dataset, for k = 3 and 10. �e sentiment threshold varies

from 0 to 2 with step 0.1. �eoretically, for this kind of L-curve, the

elbow point is where the second derivative of the curve’s function

is largest. However, since we don’t know the curve’s function, we

use a common trick, where the elbow is the point on the curve

with the largest distance to the line connecting the curve’s start

and end points. In our case, most of the time the elbow is close

to sentiment threshold of 0.5. Intuitively, this sentiment threshold

is also reasonable in the sense that a very positive sentiment of

value 1.0 can cover a positive sentiment of value 0.5. �erefore, we

choose sentiment threshold 0.5 in the user study.

�is threshold value also has another desirable property: it is

larger than the average absolute error of our sentiment estimation

(0.3 on sentiment range [−1, 1], Section 3.2). Hence, it is less likely

that the sentiments of two sentences cover each other merely due

to the estimation error.

User Study During this user study, we ask users to indicate the

semantic coverage between pairs of sentences found in doctor re-

views. Using this information, we then measure the coverage cost

of various summarization methods. �e user study is taken by three

graduate students.
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Figure 9: Cost – sentiment threshold trade-o�. Elbow is the blue dot.

We ask each user to evaluate the sentences’ coverage for the

same 10 randomly selected doctors from our dataset, where for

each doctor we select 3 random positive and 3 random negative

reviews. �ese 6 reviews are broken down into sentences that are

input to our Greedy algorithm (with sentiment threshold of 0.3) and

the baseline method to select the top 3 sentences per method. We

then take the union of the top-3 results of the two methods and ask

the participants to judge if a selected sentence semantically covers

another one from the full set of sentences. A typical task for a doctor

is presented in Table 3, in which the �rst row shows 5 sentences

selected by our method (Greedy) and the baseline (1 overlapping

sentence). �e “X”s are �lled by the participant to express that the

selected sentence of that column covers that row’s sentence. As

mentioned above, each row corresponds to one sentence of one of

the doctor’s reviews, and the columns are the sentences selected by

one of the two summarization methods. Note that the sentence of

the �rst column does not cover the sentence of second row because

the former has very high sentiment and the la�er is closer to neutral.

�e same explains why the fourth column review does not cover

the �rst row review. �e number of covered sentences of each

method are averaged for all participants and is shown in Figure 10.

�e result shows that our method outperforms the baseline in

8 cases, and is equivalent or worse in only 1 case. �e number of

covered sentences of our is 64% higher for doctor 784091. We further

observe that for doctor 1088737 the number of covered sentences is

much higher. �e reason is that this doctor has longer reviews and

hence more sentences (20 in total), compared to 1052723, which

only has 10 sentences. �e results for each participant are showed

in Table 4.

Coverage Measures Besides the user survey, we also compare our

method (greedy) with the baseline based on an intuitive coverage
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Figure 10: Comparison between greedy and baseline

measure that is di�erent than the one proposed in Section 2, to

avoid giving an unfair advantage to our method. Speci�cally, the

measure is de�ned as the percentage of concept-sentiment pairs

covered by that selected k sentences divided by the total number of

pairs of a doctor. A sentence covers a pair p if the sentence contains

at least one pair that covers p. A pair is said to cover another if

their sentiment di�erence is less than or equal to a (sentiment)

threshold and their dissimilarity is at most a (distant) threshold.

In our experiment we use the path length between concepts of

pairs in the ontology as dissimilarity measure. We evaluated this

coverage measure for several distance and sentiment thresholds,

but only show the results for distance threshold of 2, and sentiment

threshold of 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5 due to the space limitation, in Figure 11.

Consistently in both cases, our method outperforms the baseline

about 10 – 30% per case. �e coverage is slightly increased from
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Table 3: A sample survey of a doctor. We ask participants to �ll in cells with “X” to say that the column sentence can cover
the row sentence. �e medical concepts are underlined.

all sentences

selected sentences He has showed our family what kind

of great physician he is, and I have no

worries of his capabilities to take care

of my neck.

My back pain has now come back,

so I called Dr XX because I wanted

to see him, and he will not even see

me.

He has completely gave me

back the mobility of my

legs when he corrected the

Lumbar.

I am now having

my neck �xed by

him on Tues.

He removed 9

disc in a single

operation.

I got to say when the Lord gave me some-

one to �x my neck, he gave me a wonder-

ful Dr with his sta�.

X

I had the pleasure of meeting, Dr XX,

when I was referred about my neck.

X

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Table 4: Survey summary for each participant

Participant our method is be�er equivalent worse

participant 1 7 2 1

participant 2 6 3 1

participant 3 7 1 2

Figure 11(a) to Figure 11(c) since a sentence can cover more pairs

when we increase the sentiment threshold from 0.3 to 0.5.

7 RELATEDWORK
Multi-document Summarization: this topic has been around

for about two decades with the most well-known applications

about summarizing online news, articles [7]. A typical technique

is presented in [9], where the single-document summarization

techniques are extended. A key di�erence is that there is more

redundancy across documents of a similar topic than within a sin-

gle document. �is is an observation we also adopt in our work.

In short, [9] constantly select a passage (normally sentence) that

has the high “marginal relevance” score (combination of relevance

and novelty) into the summary, and �nally re-order candidates to

maintain content cohesion. �e other approaches based on cluster

extraction such as MEAD summarizer [21] �rst extract common

topics/clusters/centroids using respectively linguistic features or

word statistics from input documents, then select one sentence per

cluster into summary. However, none of above methods consider

the sentiment sense in input documents. Our method is also dif-

ferent from them in the sense that we only care about interesting

concepts by �ltering their types (section 3.1).

Sentiment Analysis: this topic has been studied extensively

in recent years, especially at the level of document . �e methods

fall into two categories, using unsupervised or supervised learning.

�e unsupervised methods such as [28] make use of linguistic

rules to �nd opinion phrases containing adjectives or adverbs in

document. [18] is a very �rst research to apply supervised learning

methods to classify movie reviews as positive or negative based

on vectors of reviews from Bag-Of-Word model. Recently, [15] use

neural network model to extract the be�er review’s vectors, thus

get the be�er results on sentiment classi�cation task. �ese two

approaches are evaluated in our subsection 3.2.

Feature Extraction: recent researches focus on online review

analysis in along with the growth of the Internet, social media and

online shopping. �e common task is to extract the product features,

a�ributes. [12] use association mining to �nd frequent features,

then apply pruning rule to remove meaningless, redundant ones;

later they also have a rule to discover additional infrequent features

based on both frequent ones and opinion words. [20] propose a more

advanced technique by estimating Point-wise Mutual Information
(PMI) score between phrases using their Web search engine hit

counts to �nd phrases relation. For example, they extract noun

phrases in reviews, then evaluate each one by calculating their PMI

score with product relation phrases such as “of scanner”, ”scanner

has”, “scanner comes with”, . . . for Scanner class. In our method,

this task is mainly based on Metamap [2].

Opinion Summarization: So far, the most popular approach

is based on feature/aspect extraction. In [8, 12], authors extract

product features from online customer reviews, then classify con-

taining sentences as positive or negative, and report the number

of positive/negative sentences for each feature. Di�erent from this

kind of statistical summaries, [14] formulates the problem as select-

ing k reviews that optimize the feature coverage while maintaining

their proportion of opinions. Instead of sentences/reviews selection

approaches, [5] propose another method for the reporting part by

using language generated summary that use a set of templates vary-

ing on the feature’s sentiments. Some publications also propose

di�erent ways of presenting opinion summaries such as showing

aggregated rating accompanying with a representative phrase for

each feature [17]. However, these projects do not consider the rela-

tionships between the features nor a continuous sentiment scale.

8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
We introduced a novel review summarization problem that con-

siders both the ontological relationships between the review con-

cepts and their sentiments. We proposed a methods for extracting

concepts and estimating their sentiment. We proved that the sum-

marization problem is NP-hard even when the concept ontology

is a DAG, and for that we presented e�cient approximation al-

gorithms We evaluated the proposed methods extensively with

both quantitative and qualitative experiments. We found that the

Greedy algorithm can achieve quality comparable to the optimal

is much shorter time, comparing to other algorithms. Moreover,

using a user study and a coverage measurement, we show that the

Greedy outperforms a baseline method on selecting k sentences to

summarize real reviews.

In the future, we will study more automated ways of mapping

the reviews of any domain to concept-sentiment pairs. Further, we
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(b) distance threshold 2, sentiment threshold 0.4
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(c) distance threshold 2, sentiment threshold 0.5

Figure 11: Comparison of Distance �reshold 2

will study what are the best user interfaces to present the generated

summaries. For instance, should they be presented as a coherent

text or as a table?
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